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Essential Question: How did the expansion of voting rights and the election of Andrew Jackson signal the growing power of the American people?

Main Idea 1: Democracy expanded in the 1820s as more Americans held the right to vote.

- America ___________ fast in the early ______________.
  - Large-scale ___________ replaced ___________ in the _______________.
  - Family ___________ gave way to cotton ___________ in the _______________.
- ___________ was ___________ among ___________ people.
- Many ___________ Americans believed the ___________ were ___________ their grip on ___________ in the _______________.
- Small ___________, frontier ___________, and ___________ backed ___________ ___________ in the election of ___________.
- They believed he would ___________ the ___________ of ___________ people and the ___________ ___________.

Voting Reforms

- Democracy ___________ in the early ___________ as more people became ___________ in ___________.
- Democratic ___________ made voting ___________ possible.
- Many states ___________ or ___________ the ___________ ownership ___________ for ___________ to be eligible to ___________.
- Political ___________ held ___________ conventions, which allowed ___________ members, not just ___________, to select ___________.
- The period of expanding ___________ in the ___________ and ___________ was called ___________.
- Jacksonian democracy was ___________ from other types of ___________ in that it took ___________ to ensure ___________.rule.

Election of 1828

Jackson vs. Adams

- ___________ Party arose from ___________ supporters
- Backers of President ___________ ___________ called National ___________.
- Jackson chose ___________ ___________ as running ___________.
- Jackson portrayed as ___________—born ___________ and ___________ to ___________.
- Adams was ___________ graduate and son of the ___________.
- Jackson defeated ___________, winning a ___________ number of ___________ votes.
- ___________ and ___________ were able to win because ___________ rights had been ___________ since previous ___________.
Main Idea 2:
Jackson’s victory in the election of 1828 marked a change in American politics.

Jackson’s Inauguration

- Supporters saw Jackson __________ as __________ for __________ people

Spoils System

- Jackson __________ supporters and political __________ with __________ jobs,
- Called __________ __________, from “to the __________ belong the __________ of the __________”

Martin Van Buren

- One of Jackson’s closest __________ and __________ of his __________ __________

Kitchen Cabinet

- Jackson relied on an __________ group of __________ advisers who __________ sometimes in White House __________